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ABSTRACT 

This project deals with the grading of oil palm fruit based on ripeness of oil palm 

fruit. The current procedure in the palm oil mills is graded manual by human 

graders. The result from manual grading are very subjective and inconsistent as it 

varies and depends on techniques and experience of each human graders. Hence, 

it affects the quality and quantity of the oil that can be extracted. In this project, a 

new model of automated grading system for oil palm fruit is developed using the 

RGB color model and artificial fuzzy logic. The purpose of this grading system is 

to distinguish between the three different classes of oil palm fruit which are 

underripe, ripe and overripe. The ripeness or color ripening index was based on 

different color intensity. The grading system uses a computer and a CCD camera 

to analyze and interpret images correspondent to human eye and mind. The 

computer program is developed for the image processing part like the 

segmentation of colors, the calculation of the mean color intensity based on RGB 

color model and the decision making process using fuzzy logic to train the data 

and make the classification for the oil palm fruit. The program developed has been 

able to distinguish the three different classes of oil palm fruit automatically with 

86.67% of overall efficiency. This project provides a very good technique to 

standardize the oil palm fruit grading system over a large area and the research 

will continue to normalize the system to be able to use under different source of 

lighting. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

Automated grading of agriculture products has been getting special 

interest of late as the demand for higher quality food products produced within a 

shorter period of time has increased. Market grade of quality food products are 

determined by their multiple features: flavor, appearance and texture. While flavor 

may be measured using chemical compounds to determine the sweetness or 

acidity, texture properties such as firmness and mouth feel are difficult to 

measure. In automated fruit grading, appearance (shape, color and size) is 

generally utilized to classify the fruit' s grade. 

Color provides helpful information m estimating the maturity and 

examining the freshness of fruits. Color is one of the most significant criteria 

related to fruit identification and fruit quality and it is a good indicator for 

ripeness. The color of an object is determined by wavelength of light reflected 

from its surface. In biological materials the light varies widely as a function of 

wavelength. These spectral variations provide a unique key to machine vision and 

image analysis. 

Red, Green and Blue are the primary color components. They are additive, 

when adding colored lights and subtractive when adding paint pigments. Although 

the process followed by human brain in perceiving color is a psychological 

phenomenon that is not yet fully understood, the physical nature of color can be 

expressed on a formal basis supported by experimental and theoretical results. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Jn Malaysia, the palm oil fruit is currently graded manuaJly by human. 

Inspections are done based on the color of oil palm fruit and on the plantation 

period. Even though color can be used to classify the oil palm fruit, it is difficult 

to differentiate the color from one category to another because the color of the 

fruit is not uniformly distributed over the whole fruit and the range of the color is 

quite similar to each other. There is no accurate range of color to differentiate for 

each class. 

Furthermore, manual inspection is very subjective as different human 

graders classify differently based on experience and expert grader may fail to 

articulate the grading criteria properly. Dissatisfaction and dispute among estate 

owners and factories supervisors are frequent due to improper grading. Therefore, 

to increase the accuracy and quality of oil palm fruit grading in palm mills, an 

automated grading system based on the outer surface color need to be studied and 

improved. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of this project are: 

• To study the current grading system of oil palm fruit 

• To analyze the color for the each category of oil palm fruit 

• To improve and develop a new grading system for oil palm fruit using 

RGB color model and artificial fuzzy logic method 

1.4 Scope of Work 

The scope of work of this study is to understand the grading system and 

the degree of ripeness of oil palm fruit by carrying out the literature review as 

well as brief research about this topic. Besides, the data gathered from oil palm 
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plantation is analyzed and then used to develop a new grading system using 

machines with helps of artificial fuzzy logic. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 RGB Color Model 

The RGB color model is an additive color model in which red, green, and 

blue light are added together in various ways to reproduce a broad array of colors. 

The name of the model comes from the initials of the three additive primary 

colors, red, green, and blue. It is additive in the sense that the three light beams 

are added together, and their light spectra add, wavelength for wavelength, to 

make the final color's spectrum[l][2]. 

Figure 1 : RGB color model 

The RGB color model is widely used in the society, covering a lot of 

aspects such as in television[3], computer, video projector, digital cameras and 

many more. It is closely related to this project since this project uses the digital 

camera and the computer to gather and utilize the data. It is also one of the 

powerful color representations in the society since it has been used in various 

fields. 
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2.2 Artificial Fuzzy Logic 

2.2. 1 Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic is a fonn of many-valued logic derived from fuzzy set theory 

to deal with reasoning that is fluid or approximate rather than fixed and exact. In 

contrast with "crisp logic", where binary sets have two-valued logic, fuzzy logic 

variables may have a truth value that ranges in degree between 0 and I . In the 

other words, fuzzy logic is a superset of conventional (boolean) logic that has 

been extended to handle the concept of partial truth, where the truth value may 

range between completely true and completely false. Furthennore, when linguistic 

variables are used, these degrees may be managed by specific functions. 

2. 2. 2 Membership function 

The membership function is a graphical representation of the magnitude of 

participation of each input. It associates a weighting with each of the inputs that 

are processed, define functional overlap between inputs, and ultimately 

detennines an output response. The rules use the input membership values as 

weighting factors to detennine their influence on the fuzzy output sets of the fmal 

output conclusion. Once the functions are inferred, scaled, and combined, they are 

defuzzified into a crisp output which drives the system. 

There is a unique membership function associated with each input 

parameter. The membership functions associate a weighting factor with values of 

each input and the effective rules. These weighting factors determine the degree 

of influence or degree of membership (DOM) each active rule has. By computing 

the logical product of the membership weights for each active rule, a set of fuzzy 

output response magnitudes are produced. All that remains is to combine and 

defuzzify these output responses. 

Fuzzy sets are sets whose eJements have degrees of membership. One of 

the fuzzy set is the average value of red pixel. The red pixel value is not fixed for 

each category of oil palm fruit. The value may vary from one fruit to another fruit 
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since the color of the fruit is not uniformly distributed. The membership function 

defines the fuzzy set for possible values of the red pixel value. Instead of just 

determining whether the fruit is red or not red, it can be further defme the color 

like the fruit is 0.8 red or 0.3 red. The membership function choice is the 

subjective aspect of fuzzy logic, it allows the desired values to be interpreted 

appropriate) y. 

2. 2. 3 Fuzzy Rules 

Fuzzy rule is defined as a conditional statement in the form: 

IF xis A 

THEN y is B 

Where x and y are language values determined by fuzzy sets on the universe of 

discourse X andY, respectively. 

Fuzzy logic, with fuzzy rules, has the potential to add human-like 

subjective reasoning capabilities to machine intelligences, which are usually based 

on bivalent boolean logic. 

2.3 Past Research on Oil Palm Fruit 

In Malaysia, researches in automated fruit grading have gradually caught 

the interest of many fruit-producing industries. For the oil palm fruit research, 

there were several report has been published in the past few years. The research 

has been done using several techniques and the most recent one are done by using 

RGB Digital Number[4] and by using Neuro-Fuzzy[5]. There are also other 

techniques used to evaluate the grading of oil palm fruit[6-7]. 

The grading system technique using RGB Digital Number is based on the 

RGB color model. The image taken is converted to digital number. Then the mean 

of red, green and blue are computed for the whole images. Each category has its 
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own range of mean value for red, green and blue which has been determined from 

the sample test. The program will do the ripeness test as well as the decision 

making process to classify the oil palm fruit and give the end resuJt in terms of oil 

palm categories. The study reported that it gives the good result but there is still a 

room for the improvement. 

The oil palm fruit can be classified into three different categories which 

are underripe, ripe and overripe[4). Investigation on the relationship between the 

appearance of oil palm fruit and the degree of ripeness has been carried out. 

According to these standards, the underripe class has a reddish black color[8]. 

Meanwhile, ripe class appears reddish orange over the upper half, tending to 

lighten towards base. Finally the fruits belong to overripe class when it exhibits 

almost entirely reddish orange colouration. 

With the help of this research, we are able to classify the oil palm fruits 

using RGB color model. Even though RGB color model have been popularly 

employed for palm grading, but there is still a room for the improvement. 

2.3 Past research on other fruit 

Besides from the oil palm fruit research, there are also other fruit that can 

be studied in order to develop the classification techniques. The automated 

grading techniques for apple[9-10], banana[ll), orange[12) and other fruit[IJ-14) 

also have been discussed for the past few years. 

A group of researcher who done the research on the apple grading system 

using the RGB color space as the medium for their system. While the research on 

the grading system for bananas using a different color space which is L *a*b color 

space. It is approximately to the human vision and it is believed to have a good 

representation. 

For the other fruit like mango, a research has been done by using artificial 

intelligent method which is Fuzzy Logic. There are some criteria needs to be set 

for this method and the criteria are area and length of the fruit. 
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Based on the past research, most of them were using the RGB color model 

as the color space and it gives a high percentage of accuracy. So it is suitable to 

use this color representation on this project. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Process Identification 

Start 

Data Acquisition 

Grading System Model Development 

Data Treatment 

Model Training 

Model Validation 

Model Testing 

Grading System Model 

No 

( 
+ Yes 

) End 

Figure 2: Project's Methodology 
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3. I. I Data Acquisition 

The oil palm fruit are coJJected from the oil palm plantation in Batu 4, 

Jalan Bidor-Teluk Intan. Perak. For each category, 25 samples were taken and 

used for this project where 20 samples are allocated for training sample while 5 

samples are allocated for testing sample. 

Figure 3: Data acquisition setup 

Figure 3 shows the setup for capturing the image data for alJ samples. The 

image data is captured using a ceo camera which is located 50 em away from the 

sample with the angle of 50.19°. By using setup, the sample image taken can 

cover a wide surface of the fruit and would be able to process the data for the next 

step. 

The setup is done by a simple measurement using a ruler and a protractor. 

The location of oil palm fruit is fixed on the center of the A4 paper and the 

camera is placed 50 em away from the fruit where it is measured by using a ruler. 

Then it is done similarly for the height position. The angle is determined by using 

a protractor. The distance and angle between the oil palm fruit and the camera is 

fixed to ensure the consistency of the image data. 
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3.1.2 Grading Jystem model development 

The grading system model has been developed using data gathered. The 

intensity of color is analyzed to determine the ripeness of each fruit. However, the 

background color of the image may mislead the RGB intensity color of each fruit. 

Because of this, the background of the fruit is removed and converted to black 

background. The black color represents zero value in terms of number and it 

rectifies the effect of colored background. Figure 4 shows the sample of the 

original image while Figure 5 shows the image after the background has been 

changed to black color. 

Figure 4: The original image of the sample 

Figure 5: The data after remove the background 
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After removing the background color of the image data, the image data is 

ready to be analyzed. In this project, the computer program was written using 

MA TLAB R2009b. The program reads the data from the specific folder which 

contains the image file of the sample. 

The computer program used three separate layers to do the segmentation 

part based on the RGB layers. The mean color intensity for each layer is 

calculated by using the following formula: 

Where: 

MeanR = 

MeanG = 

MeanB = 

R 

G = 

B 

MeanR = R I No. of pixels 

MeanG = G I No. of pixels 

MeanB = B I No of pixels 

Mean value of Red layer 

Mean value of Green layer 

Mean value of Blue Layer 

Red pixel 

Green pixel 

Blue pixel 

This step was individually performed on each image of the oil palm fruit. 

The range value (minimum and maximum mean) of RGB intensity for each 

category (underripe, ripe and overripe) is analyzed and used as a reference of the 

fuzzy logic system. 
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3.1.3 Fuzzy Logic development 

The decision making process or the classification of oil palm fruit is done 

by u:,ing the fUL.L.y logil- :,y:,lem. The fUL.L.y logic took llucc input~ ur tlucc criteria 

namely red, green and blue to do the process and gives the best output. Each of 

these mputs is divtded mto 3 dlfterent ranges whtch are low, medium and lugh. 

The range ofthese input are determined based on the contribution ofRGB 

color of the training data from the three different categories. The range is 

simplified in the Table 1. 

Table 1: The membership input range of the fuzzy system 

Membership Low Medium High 

Red 0-90 75-150 115-200 

Green 0-30 22-45 38-80 

Blue 0-28 20-50 44-70 

The core part of the decision making using fuzzy logic is based on the 

fuzzy rules which have been defined by the user with the help from the expert 

grader. A set of rules is condition which can determine the category of the oil 

palm fruit. There are 17 rules for this system to evaluate a set of fuzzy rules are 

simplified in the Table 2. 
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Table 2: A set of fuzzy rules for oil palm fruit grading system 

No Red Green Blue Category 

1 Low Low Low Underripe 

2 Low Low Medium Underripe 

3 Low Medium Low Underripe 

4 Low Medium Medium Underripe 

5 Low High Medium Ripe 

6 Low High High Ripe 

7 Medium Low Low Underripe 

8 Medium Low Medium Underripe 

9 Medium Medium Low Underripe 

10 Medium Medium Medium Ripe 

11 Medium Medium High Ripe 

12 Medium High Medium Ripe 

13 Medium High High Ripe 

14 High Medium Medium Overripe 

15 High Medium High Overripe 

16 High High Medium Overripe 

17 High High high Overripe 

The samples of oil palm fruit from each category, ripe, underripe and 

overripe are shown in Figure 6-8 respectively. The color are varies from one 

category to other category and the color is not uniformly distributed over the 

whole fruits. 
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Figure 6: Ripe sample 

Figure 7: Underripe sample 

Figure 8: Overripe sample 
15 



3.2 Graphical User Interface 

The graphical user interface (GUI) is developed by using GUIDE toolbox in the 

MALT AB. It helps the user to do the classification based on the input image. The 

user has the option to choose the image and the rest of the classification will be 

done by the program. 

_,v .... 
Red 

158 8849 

609957 

259677 

C:\U-$\H • N 1 F\Oesktop\My FYP\FYP\FYP· S.Wlt\OverRl~pt 

Figure 9: Graphical User Interface 

Button 

• Browse Image - to browse the image from the computer 

• Calculate - to calculate the mean value and run the fuzzy logic system 

where it gives the category of the oil palm fruit 

Result 

• Mean value of Red, Green and Blue pixeL 

• Type of category - Underripe, Ripe and Overripe 
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3.3 Project Duration 

In order to effectively monitor the progress of this project. a Gantt chart consist of 

one year duration planning had been constructed. (See Appendix B) 

3.3 Tools and Equipment Required 

• Software 

o MATLAB R2009b 

o Adobe Photoshop CSS 

• Hardware 

o Olympus E-520 

o Lighting with Diffuser 

o Personal Computer (PC) 

17 



4.1 Results 

CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The program caJcuJated the mean color intensity for each layers to 

differentiate between the ripeness of the oil paJm fruit. This method is done for 

25 images from each category. Out of 25 images, only 20 images represent the 

training samples for each category (ripe, underripe and overripe) while the other 5 

images represent the testing samples. 

Figure 1 O(a-d) shows one sample from ripe category and the three separate 

layers which are red, green and blue layers respectively. The brighter area shows 

the higher intensity of pixel for that layer. In this case, red layer appears to have 

the brighter area on the right side of the fruit which means it has the high intensity 

of red pixel on that area. It always been observed that for the ripe category, the red 

pixel has a high intensity for half of the fruit. While for green and blue layer. the 

ripe category does not have high intensity of green and blue pixels. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 10: (a) Sample image for ripe category, (b) Red layer of ripe sample, 

(c) Green layer of ripe sample and (d) Blue layer of ripe sample 

Figure ll(a-d) shows one sample from underripe category and the three 

separate layers which are red, green and blue layers respectively. In this case, red 

layer appears to have the brighter area on the right side of the fruit but slightly less 

than the sample from ripe category which means it has red pixel but less than ripe 

category. While for green and blue layer, the underripe category does not have 

high intensity of green and blue pixels. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 11: (a) Sample image for underripe category, (b) Red layer of 

underripe sample, (c) Green layer ofunderripe sample and (d) Blue layer of 

underripe sample 

Figure 12(a-d) shows one sample from overripe category and the three 

separate layers which are red, green and blue layers respectively. For this case, red 

layer appears to have uniformly distributed over the whole fruit which means red 

pixel is the dominant color for the overripe category. While for green, it appears 

to have more pixels compared to blue layers. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 12: (a) Sample image for overripe category, (b) Red layer of overripe 

sample, (c) Green layer of overripe sample and (d) Blue layer of overripe sample 

The mean RGB value for each category of the oil palm fruit sample 

maturity is tabulated in Table 3-5. Table 3 shows the RGB value for 20 samples of 

fruit from underripe category. 

Table 3: 

Samples 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

The RGB value for 20 samples of fruit from underripe category 

Red Green Blue 

66.07297 27.5404 25.23904 

81.95456 33.22463 25.19915 

61.53014 22.44869 19.53323 

66.34909 25.47982 19.93603 

52.53006 26.51204 24.19147 
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6 69.67237 19.85053 15.26797 

7 69.53163 28.70314 23.23422 

8 65.17297 28.7404 26.33904 

9 71.55456 32.82463 23.29915 

10 63.53014 24.34869 20.98323 

11 67.64909 23.97982 18.63603 

12 54.53006 25.45204 23.23147 

13 68.76163 26.99314 25.18422 

14 62.77297 27.4404 23.83904 

15 75.55456 31.52463 26.79915 

16 66.53014 28.74869 23.88323 

17 66.94909 24.12982 19.89603 

18 55.58006 24.95204 23.94747 

19 67.27337 21.65053 19.15397 

20 68.82363 25.11984 26.88422 

Mean 66.11615 26.48319 22.73386 

Figure 13 shows the graph of the ROB value for 20 samples of fruit from 

underripe category. The range of color for each layer can be clearly seen from this 

graph. 

90 

80 

70 

60 

so 
40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Underripe 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Figure 13: 

Red Green Blue 

Graph of the ROB value for 20 samples of fruit from underripe 

category 
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Table 4 shows the ROB value for 20 samples of fruit from ripe category. 

Table 4: The ROB value for 20 samples of fruit from ripe category 

Samples Red Green Blue 
--

1 122.70217 53.03518 35.747 

2 104.33397 44.62691 35.33436 

3 106.88838 46.1473 32.39508 

4 123.3934 52.41404 29.52857 

5 101.14357 43.31923 40.45395 

6 123.9201 58.35737 48.32685 

7 110.85539 41.26137 33.81142 

8 97.878099 45.15866 39.99622 

9 102.52091 40.96407 27.82305 

10 109.90977 44.32078 27.34902 

11 106.83126 44.94613 39.92829 

12 115.02606 45.49092 32.29389 

13 93.816257 40.63406 33.80871 

14 82.410545 41.64921 33.38578 

15 127.05724 59.01403 35.73546 

16 83.18044 39.26493 28.47809 

17 94.994498 47.02371 40.30538 

18 99.321155 40.70074 33.28778 

19 119.39637 48.76313 31.67773 

20 117.78262 44.36361 29.81631 

Mean 107.16811 46.80127 34.47415 

Figure 14 shows the graph of the RGB value for 20 samples of fruit from 

ripe category. The range of color for each layer can be clearly seen from this 

graph. 
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Figure 14: Graph of the RGB value for 20 samples of fruit from ripe category 

Table 5 shows the RGB value for 20 samples of fruit from overripe category. 

Table 5: The RGB value for 20 samples of fruit from overripe categol) 

Samples Red Green Blue 
1 179.20884 70.39504 29.83546 
2 161.5677 60.85167 37.40677 
3 148.34364 49.7975 35.44774 
4 168.20036 51.73259 29.33385 
5 174.67484 64.68428 37.08261 
6 169.95362 74.54857 49.2994 
7 166.25002 55.09309 30.23311 
8 158.55347 57.64539 33.61754 
9 166.42453 60.41864 38.48266 
10 156.82073 67.13824 42.4685 
11 153.83068 61.34125 45.33802 
12 150.66194 51.16196 45.33802 
13 162.5677 59.85167 38.40677 
14 149.34364 51.7975 36.44774 
15 164.20036 48.73259 28.33385 
16 176.47484 63.18428 36.58261 
17 168.95362 72.54857 50.2994 
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18 

19 

20 

Mean 

167.25002 

159.55347 

166.88453 

163.48593 

56.19309 

56.54539 

61.51864 

59.75899 

32.43311 

34.81754 

37.98266 

37.57706 

Figure 15 shows the graph of ROB value for 20 samples of fruit from 

overrripe category. The range of color for each layer can be clearly seen from this 

graph. 
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Figure 15: Graph of samples from overripe category 

After obtaining the ROB intensity of the samples for each category, the 

values are compared with each other in order to calculate the suitable range of 

ROB intensity of the oil palm fruit for each category as shown in the Table 6. 

Table 6: The range of ROB intensity of the sample of categories 

Red Green Blue 

Category Min Max Min Max Min Max 

Ripe 82.42054 127.05724 39·26493 59·01403 27·34902 48.32685 

Underripe 52·53006 81.95456 19.85053 33.22463 :15.26797 26.88422 

Overripe 148·34364 :179.20884 48·73253 74.54856 28.33385 50.2994 
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The Fuzzy System 

The fuzzy system uses three inputs which are the average value of red, 

green and blue layers of the fruit. The fuzzy logic is depends on the set of rules 

that has been determined. The possibilities of each rule are calculated and the best 

answer is comes from output value of the system. 

A simple plant is constructed in order to integrate between the graphical 

user interface and Fuzzy Logic Controller. Figure 16 shows the grading system 

plant which has three inputs namely meanR, meanG and meanB connected to the 

Fuzzy Logic Controller. The result from the Fuzzy Logic can be observed in the 

scope. 
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Figure 17 shows the fuzzy inference system editor. It requires three inputs 

which are red, green and blue. Each input has its own range and it is based on the 

range value of each category. 
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Figure 1 8 shows the example of the fuzzy logic process. The system takes 

three inputs where red= 113, green= 48.7 and blue= 33.1. The inputs are fed into 

each rules and the contribution for each input is calculated. 
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Figure 18: Rule viewer of the fuzzy system 

In this case, the inputs satisfied Rule 12 where the conditions are 

red is medium, green is high and blue is medium. The last column indicates the 

end result of the system and the end result value can be obtained from the output 

Category. The classification of the oil palm fruit is determined based on the crisp 

logic given in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Fuzzification Algorithms 

Defuzzification Output Oil Palm Fruit Category 

(Category<= 65) Underripe 

(Category>= 66) && (Category<= 155) Ripe 

(Category>= 156) Overripe 

In this case, the Category value is 100. Therefore, the oil palm fruit used in 

this experiment is classified as ripe category. 

The results of the grading system are evaluated against the human graders 

who have a lot of experience on the oil palm fruit. Five samples are chosen 

randomly from each category and the total is 15 samples. 

Each sample is graded by the human graders as well as the automated 

grading system. It shows that the automated fuzzy grading system achieved 

86.67% accuracy compared to the human graders. 13 samples are graded correctly 

while the remaining samples are wrong graded. 

The reasoning behind is because the color of the fruit is lies between the 

boundaries of the two categories which result in difficulty for the system to 

graded correctly. But for the normal case, the system can perform the grading 

properly and gives the good results. 

4.2 Discussion 

Based on the result of range of RGB intensity of each category shown in 

Table 6, it is clear that red pixel play an important role in order to classifY the oil 

palm fruit. The oil palm fruit is depends on the range value of red pixel. The 

average value of red pixel for ripe category is around 100 while for overripe 

category the red pixel is 30% more than ripe category and for underripe category 

it is less 30% compared to ripe category, 
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Furthermore, the green pixel for ripe category is around 40 to 80 but for 

underripe category it appears less green pixel while for overripe category it 

appears more or less the same like ripe category. Although this information is not 

very accurate but it is still considered as one of the parameter in order to 

determine the category of oil palm fruit. 

Moreover, for the blue layer, the percentage is similar to all categories 

which mean all categories have the relatively similar intensity of blue pixel. But 

when it is compared with other layers like red and green, blue layer has the 

minimum amount of percentage over the whole fruit. 

These three layers (R, G & B) can provide the useful information in order 

to set the range of the input value for the fuzzy logic system. The fuzzy logic use 

the Mamdani method because it is intuitive since the fuzzy rules are set based on 

the human knowledge. The Mamdani method also has a widespread acceptance 

and it has been used for many years with different application and it provides a 

good result[5][10]. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

As a conclusion, the grading system of oil palm fruit in the industry has 

been studied and the color for each category has been analyzed. The range values 

of RGB for each layer for each category are determined in this project. 

The project was done by using RGB color model and one of the artificial 

intelligence methods which is Fuzzy Logic. In Fuzzy Logic, this project was done 

using Mamdani type with different type of membership function such as triangle, 

trapezium and Gaussian. However, the trapezium type of membership function 

gives a higher accuracy compared to other and it is later used in this project. 

The three project objectives aimed for this project were successfully 

archieved. A new automated grading system using artificial intelligence equipped 

with graphical user interface was successfully developed. This system is user 

friendly and easy to use. 

5.2 Recommendations 

There are a few suggestions that can be recommended to improve the 

grading system. The grading system setup should have a consistence lighting 

setup to ensure the sample and the background is taken in the same condition with 

the same amount of light. The best way is to take the image under direct sunlight 

because it gives the actual color of the fruit. However, this is not the case since 

grading system using machine in done in the mill. It is crucial to select the proper 

lighting which can give the closest light condition as sunlight. 
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Even though the system did not get high accuracy classification on certain 

fruit which has a close boundary between two categories, but the system still give 

the correct classification on many normal case. 

This project is only focused on RGB color model and Fuzzy Logic, there 

are several other color model that can be explored such as CMYK color model 

and CIE LAB color model. The CIE LAB color model is scientifically designed 

for computer calculation of color reproduction problems. There is also another 

artificial intelligent method like neural network which can perform the same goal 

for this project. 

The combination of several techniques becomes popular or a preference 

because of the ability to improve the computation time which is very essential in 

any real time applications system and the ability to provide higher percentage 

accuracy. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM CODE 

GradingSystemTraining.m 

clear all; 
close all; 
clc 

files= dir('*.jpg'); 
num_files ~ numel(files); 
images~ cell(l, num_files) 
for m = l:num files 

images{m} ~ imread(files(m) .name); 
end 

%\5 image processing part 

for a ~ l:num files ~1 

data= irnages{a}; 

% image resolution 
res ~ 640*480; 

%convert rgb2gray 
I~ rgb2gray(data); 

%Thresholding 
for i~1:480 

end 

for j~1:640 

end 

if (I(i,j)>200) 
I (i, j )~0; 
res = res - 1; 

else 
I(i,j)~I (i,j); 

end 

%figure, imshow(I) 

for i~1:480 
for j~1:640 

for k~l: 3 
if(I(i,j)~~O) 

data(i,j,k)~O; 

else 
data(i,j,k)~data(i,j,k); 
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end 
end 

end 
end 

% separate into 3 layers (R,G,B) 
R data (:, :, 1); 
G data(:,:,2); 
B data(:,:,3); 

% calculate the average for each layer 
meanR sum(sum(R)) I res; 
meanG sum(sum(G)) I res; 
meanB sum(surn(B)) I res; 

% display result 
Result(a,l) meanR; 
Result(a,2) meanG; 
Result(a,3) meanB; 

end 

% shovv image 
figure, imshow(R) 
figure, irnshow(G) 
figure, imshow(B) 

?J% shm>I results 

Result 

Rrnax rnax(Result(:,l)) 
Rmin min(Result(:,l)) 

Gmax rnax(Result(:,2)) 
Gmin rnin(Result(:,2)) 

Bmax max(Result(:,3)) 
Bmin min(Result(:,3)) 
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE CODE 

GradingSystem.m 

function varargout ~ GradingSystem(varargin) 
% GRADINGSYSTEM ~]~file for GradingSystern. fig 
% GR.t-iDINGSYS'TEM, by it.self, creates a new GRADINGSYSTEM o:r. 
raises the existing 
% singleton*. 
0. 

" H ~ GRADINGSYSTEM returns the handle to a new GRADINGSYSTEM 
or the handle to 
~ the existing singleton*. 

% GPJ\DINGSYSTEM ('CALLBACK', hObj ect, event Data, handles, ... ) 
calls the local 
'6 function named CALLBACK in GRADINGSYSTEtvl. M vvi th the given 
input arguments. 

% GRJ-\DINGSYSTEivJ( 'Property', 'Value', ... ) creates a new 
GRADINGSYSTEM or raises the 
% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property 
value pairs are 
% applled to the GUI before rnyAdder OpenlngFunctlon gets 
called. An 
% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property 
application 
% stop. All inputs are passed to GradinqSystem_OpeningFcn 
via varargin. 

% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows 
only one 
% instance to run (singleton)''. 

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDA'I'A, GUIHANDLES 

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help GradingSystem 

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 18~Apr~2Qll 08:16:32 

% Begin initialization code ~ DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State struct{'gui_Name', mfilename, 

'gul Slngleton', 
'gui OpeningFcn', 

gui_Singleton, 
@GradingSystem_OpeningFcn, 

'gui_OutputFcn', @GradingSystem_OutputFcn, 
'gui _ LayoutFcn', [] , 
'gui_Callback', []); 

if nargin && ischar(varargin(l}) 
gui State.gui_Callback ~ str2func(varargin{l}); 

end 

if nargout 
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[varargout{l:nargout}] ~ gui~mainfcn(gui~State, varargin{:}); 
else 

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

% --- Executes just before GradingSystern is made visible. 
function GradingSystem_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
% Thi,s function has no output args, see Output Fen. 
% hObject handle to figure 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
lifLI\TLAB 
% handles 
% varargin 
VARARGIN) 

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA} 
command line arguments to GradingSystern (see 

% Choose default command line output for GradingSystem 
handles.output ~ hObject; 

% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 

% UIWAIT makes GradingSys-tem wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
% uiwait(handles.figurel); 

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = GradingSystem_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
% varargout 
% hObject 
% eventdata 
l"LI\TLAB 
% handles 

cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 
handle to figure 
reserved - to be defined in a future version of 

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

% Get default corru:nand line output from handles structure 
varargout{l} ~ handles.output; 

function inputl~editText~Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to inputl editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
JVJATU\B 
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

%Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of inputl_editText 
as text 
% str2double(get(h0bject, 'String')) returns contents of 
inputl_editText as a double 
input~ str2num(get(h0bject, 'String')); 
if (isempty(input)) 

set{hObject, 'String', '0') 
end 
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guidata(hObject, handles); 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function inputl_editText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to inputl_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MATLAB 
% handles empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on ~'Jindows. 
'I See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 

function input2_editText_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to input2 editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved -- to be defined in a future version of 
M_ATLAB 
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDJiTA) 
%Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of input2 editText 
as text 
% str2double(get(h0bject, 'String')) returns contents of 
input2_editText as a double 
input~ str2num(get(h0bject, 'String')); 
if (isempty(input)) 

set(hObject, 'String', '0') 
end 
guidata(hObject, handles); 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function input2_editText_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to input2_editText (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
NAT LAB 
% handles .empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on \~7indows. 
% See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

% --- Executes on button press in add __ pushbutton. 
function add_pushbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to add_pushbutton (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MJ:l.TLAB 
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% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

a get(handles.inputl_editText, 'String'); 
b get(handles.input2_editText, 'String'); 
% a and b are variables of Strings type, and need to be converted 
% to variables of Number type before they can be added together 

total~ str2num(a) + str2num(b); 
c ~ num2str(total); 
% need to convert the answer back into String type to display it 
set(handles.answer_staticText, 'String',c); 
guidata(hObject, handles); 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function input3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObj ect handle to input3 I see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MATLP,B 
~; handles empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

'6 Hint: edi-t controls usua1ly have a white background on Windows. 
% See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

~ --- Execu~es on button press ln browse lmage. 
function browse_image_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to browse image (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MAT LAB 
% handles structure tNi th handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

% get a file to read 
[FileName, FilePath] = uigetfile{{ '*.jpg'; '*.jpeg'; '*.brnp'; 
'*.gif'; '*.tiff'; '*.png' }, 'Select an image ... '); 
I~ imread([FilePath, FileName]); 
setappdata(GradingSystem, 'Myimage', I); 
setappdata (GradingSystem, 'FileNameAndPath', [FilePath, 
FileName]); 
%figure, imsho~o.1 (I); 

set(handles.file_name, 'String', [FilePath, FileName]); 

~' display image 
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Image~ getappdata(GradingSystem, 'Mylmage'); 
ppp = uipanel ('Units', 'Pixels') ; 
set (ppp, 'position', [50 190 500 400]); 
axl = axes{'parent',ppp, 'position', [0 01 1), 'Units', 
'normalized'); 
himl = image {Image, 'parent', axl); 

function file_name_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to file_name (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MAT LAB 
9s handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

% Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of file name as 
text 
~' str2double (get (hObject, 'String')) returns contents of 
file name as a double 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function file~name_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to file name (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MAT LAB 
% handles empty - handles not created until a.fter all 
CreateFcns called 

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on WindovJs. 
% See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

function red_value_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to red_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MAT LAB 
% handles structure 'Nith handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

%Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of red value as 
text 
% str2double(get(h0bject, 'String')) returns contents of 
red value as a double 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function red_value_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to red_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MATLAB 
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% handles empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

% H.i.nt: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
% See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

function green_value_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to green_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MAT LAB 
% handles structure v-Jith handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

%Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of green_value as 
text 
% str2double(get{h0bject, 'String')) returns contents of 
green value as a double 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function green_value CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
%, hObject handle to green_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MATLAB 
% handles empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

-% Hint: edit controls usually have a ~vhite background on Windows. 
% See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

function blue_value_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
1, hObject handle to blue_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
t1ATLAB 
% handles structure 1Ni th handles and user data (see GUIDAT.P~) 

%Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of blue value as 
text 
% str2double(get(h0bject, 'String')) returns contents of 
blue value as a double 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
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function blue_value_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to blue_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MAT LAB 
% handles empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

't Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on lrVindows. 
% See ISPC and COMPOTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

% --- Executes on button press in calculate_button. 
function calculate_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
"6 hObject handle to calculate_button (see GCBO) 
% e'Tentdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
~1ATL1'.B 

% handles structure with handles and us·er data (see GUIDATA) 

% get the image from workspace 
Image getappdata(GradingSystem, 'Myimage'); 

% image resolution 
res ~ 640*480; 

% convert rgb2gray 
I~ rgb2gray(Image); 

%Thresholding 
for i~l:480 

end 

for j~1:640 

end 

if (I(i,j)>185) 
I(i,j)~O; 

res = res - 1; 
else 

I(i,j)~I(i,j); 

end 

for i~1:480 
for j~1:640 

for k~l:3 
if(I(i,j)~~O) 

Irnage(i,j,k)=O; 
else 

Image(i,j,k)~Image(i,j,k); 

end 
end 

end 
end 

% separate into 3 layers (R,G,B) 
R = Image { : , : , 1) ; 
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G Image (:, :, 2) ; 
B Image(:, :,3); 

% calculate the average for each layer 
meanR sum(sum(R)) I res; 
meanG sum(sum(G)) I res; 
meanB sum(sum(B)) I res; 

aR num2str(meanR); 
aG num2str(meanG); 
aB num2str(meanB); 

set (handles. red_ value, 'String', aR) ; 
set(handles.green_value, 'String', aG); 
set(handles.blue_value, 'String', aB); 

%set(handles.category value, 'String', 'Overripe'); 

aR~str2num(get(red_value, 'String')); 
aG~str2num(get(green_value, 'String')); 
aB~str2num(get(blue_value, 'String')); 

options= simset('SrcWorkspace', 'current'); 
sim ( 'GradingSystemPlant', (],options)''; 

Q,guidata(hObject, handles); 

function category_value_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to category_value (see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
Ml'~'l'LI'\B 

'2; handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDliT.A) 

%Hints: get(hObject, 'String') returns contents of category value 
as text 

str2doub1e(get(h0bject, 'String')) returns contents of 
category_value as a double 

% Executes during object creation, after setting all 
properties. 
function category_value_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject handle to category_value ('see GCBO) 
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of 
MI'\TLl\8 
~' handles empty - handles not created until after all 
CreateFcns called 

s0 Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on 1fJindo~eJs. 

% See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
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simulateButton.m 

nc.~i · r th1~ tr.L-' m t 1.. 1\.')T i:l funct ... on be ·u ... f"t' 

S ~ ffi l~ r J< fly d ...... "' y _j t 1, !-€ vc) I ldb f'. + ) u~ .._.rr W ~ ..... r, tl)r 

ffiL!" 

w rk•;f-dCc' 
clear 1 l 

1'1-.ikt +hE' O l fld t, .:: .... .JCLHt~. <lVu Lao l P tr th• IJ.c;:l wor•"f'l E 

h =gcf; 
handles= guidata(h) ; 

,pt t't..' ,X Wfl r•') ~r,~• j,td w_...ll bt p.cttEd ~,, 

dX'•l'tlrdl ,; . XE.', ; 

1Cl ft...7,y l• ;.r· iLL• 
load r ..'"l , l • rr 

,••• tt), tiT I ~t fr I" We rk~l:.<lC't' 

Image getappdata(GradingSystem, ' My:'!.; 1 '); 

Lffi<'Jt "t.r'u~i r 
res = 640*480 ; 

• >'1V( r t· r·'·-'<' , ... y 
I= rgb2gray(Image) ; 

T"'r•·•t, ld r l 
"or i=1 : 480 

end 

for j "=" l : 640 

end 

if (I(i , j)>185) 
I(i , j) =O; 
res = res - 1 ; 

E'lS(' 

I(i , j)=I(i , j) ; 
f'nd 

f•1r i=l : 480 
fo r j =l : 640 

for k~1 : 3 

if ( I ( i I j ) == 0 ) 
Image(i , j , k) =O; 

elsP 
Image(i , j , k) =I mage(i , j , k); 

end 
end 

end 

') r f ,.. l t c' '"• t 

R Image ( : , : , 1) ; 
G Image( :, :, 2) ; 
8 Image( :, : , 3); 

-Y rr ( "1. , · ·, B) 
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meanR sum(sum(R)) I res; 
meanG sum (sum (G)) I res; 
meanB sum(sum(B)) I res; 

aR num2str (meanR); 
aG num2str (meanG) ; 
aB num2str(meanB) ; 

set(handles . red_ value, r , aR); 
set (handles. green _value, 1 

' r , aG); 
set(handles.blue value , 1 •r' , aB); 

t 

options 
sim( 1 

j ~ 

simset ( 1 ~ .l • ' ) ; 

~ 1 [] , options) ; 

• r . 
cat= max(CAT . signals.values) ; 

if (cat<-65) 
{set(handles.category_value, 

~·~r-t>if (cat>=66 && cat<- 155) 
{set(handles . category_ value , 

t _elf (cat>-156) 
{set(handles.category_value, 

POO 

l ~t 

I t-
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APPENDIXB 

GANTT CHART 

WEEK 

TITLE 

Select the topics from list 

Confirmation of the topic 

Proposal 

Preliminary Report 

Material Selection/Design 

Analysis 

Model 

Build up system 

Testing 

Finishing 

Final Touch Up 

Report/Posters 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
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